TECHNICAL BULLETIN

PREVENTATIVE ACTION REQUIRED

SUBJECT: PEELLE HOISTWAY DOOR UNLOCKING DEVICE SNAP END PULL RING

EQUIPMENT: PEELLE HOISTWAY DOOR UNLOCKING DEVICES (PART NUMBERS: 2374, 2374N1 & 2374N4)

DESCRIPTION: PEELLE HAS DISCOVERED THAT THE SNAP END PULL RING ORIGINALLY SUPPLIED WITH THE ABOVE MENTIONED HOISTWAY DOOR UNLOCKING DEVICES COULD OPEN WHEN PULLED EXPOSING A SHARP EDGE AT THE SNAP RING.

ACTION: REPLACE ALL SNAP END TYPE PULL RINGS WITH KEY TYPE PULL RINGS PROVIDED.

PEELLE HELP: SHOULD YOU REQUIRE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, PLEASE CALL JOSE VILCHEZ AT (905) 846-4545 x214 OR STEVE MULLEN AT x215.